IN  TOWN  TO-NIGHT
charcoal, turned by an unshaven menial with a cigarette hanging
from his mouth who sits inside and continually gives the wooden
spit a twist. Next door three or four chickens are turning on
another spit.	.-,
I am not very fond of sucking-pig, but fhe sight of that crackling
skin growing browner and browner does induce hunger, and once
I went into such a little restaurant to try some. It Was empty and
the waiter said that the sucking-pigs were not yet ready, I should
have to wait half an hour. So I waited, and as I waited all the
other chairs and tables in the place filled.
The people were curiously silent, and I wondered why. A hush
hung over the room. We waited and waited, and at last the pro-
prietor went over, looked with an expert eye at the sucking-pigs,
decided that they were ready, had them off the spit, took up a
large chopper — and you never saw three sucking-pigs disappear
so quickly. In a moment they were gone, the waiters rushing
hither and thither with the plates and the diners setting-to with
gusto, and all at once the room was filled with talk and I realized
why that silence had been.
Then you can go on from caf<£ to cai£ and listen to Serb and
Bulgar and Greek gipsy girls and Turkish girls singing, always
with the tambourine held near- one ear as if this amplified the
sound, and you will have to become used to this singing, it is
mostly a sort of wailing that rises and falls through half and
quarter tones, and it is impossible for a foreigner to guess whether
the song is about love or war, whether it is gay or sad, because they
all sound the same, but in course of time your ear begins to like
them.
If you want music that you can understand there is a Russian
dance-bar, where you sit among carpeted divans and slender-
waisted, high-booted, bedaggered ex-Grand Dukes, sez you, and
listen to the Russian emigr6 girls singing, and they are lovely.
How lovely they are, these Russian girls, fiery and yet feminine,
alluring,-invigorating, slender, with well-shaped heads; it makes
you dislike the Bolshevist Revolution and the ring-fence that has
been put round Russia.	,
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